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Ab·stract 

101' the exisl;ing 
throU12:h it and/or v:ish 
2. T'he question \vhat is counted a!l1ong the detern1ining factors of 'the w·odd informa
tiqlle', or the v;eight and level of the discnssion 0;:] the various problems are jointly deter
mined by the local or practical chalienges and t heoretica! necessities 
the questioner has to face. 
3. T'he v:ay to find a COD:nDOn denominator for the various approacbes of r'infoTlnatiquc 

cannot by creating an artificial unity through disregarding the differences of 
aspect and opinion and the overall common elements: t he creation of c. global, 
comprehensive model cannot do without taking into account the different necessities and 
realities inherent to each gin'n regio;L The world l'informaiiquc, too, needs a comput
eriSed \vorld mode!. 

l(eyurord;3: iniorrnatics~ culture. worle 111odelling. 

In the following few paragraphs we set out to elaborate a few concepts on 
the next three theses. \Ve have no claim for detailed and comprehensive 
systematization, but rather believe that our draft in its present form will 
prove suitable to provide starting point for an exchange of ideas on the 
topic. 
1. A_ll those who feel responsible for l'informatique sirive to better the eXZSl

ing world through it andlor wish to create a 'new world of 1 'informatique '. 
2. The question what is counted among the determining factors of 'the 
world informatique', or the weight and level of the discussion on the various 

-- --._-------
1 Instead of using the technology-focused term 'information science' or 'informatics' we 
prefer the broader, society-focused meaning of the French word 'l'informatique' as a 
suitable term for our theme. 
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problems are jointly determinfOd by the local (national or regional) practical 
challenges and theoretical necessities the questioner has to face. 
S. The way to find a common denominator for the 'various approaches of 
l'injormatique certainly cannot be performed by creating an artificial unity 
through disregarding the differences of aspect and opinion and stressing the 
overall common elements: the creation of a global, comprehensive model 
cannot do without taking into account the different necessities and realities 
inherent to each given region. The world of l'informatique, too, needs a 
computerised world model. 

Thesis 1 

The postmodern scenarios that deal with knowledge and its fragmentation 
justify their scepticism with the immense increase in the size and complex
ity of the various fields of knowledge and the rapid loss of confidence to
ward practical activities based on specialized knowledge. They analyse the 
vast increase of proportion in the production of information and its organ
isation into knowledge in order to bear witness to the fact how man could 
have raised his own informatical surroundings to a level superseding his 
own biological faculties. As our eyes have become inadequate in the age of 
supersonic aeroplanes, they argue, so have our minds become incapable of 
navigating the information nood of the millenium. 

Scepticism, however, does not take to differentiation. It overlooks the 
fact that basic human faculties have always only operated within a definite, 
closed range. The question has never been hovv man can overcome the limits 
of his capacities by the means he produces, but rather, whether he is able to 
utilize the capacity of the means produced by him complementing his own 
faculties to perform definite tasks. an 'absolute' solution has 
never been called for and the extent of progress at any 
been dictated the effective means 
can be available in vain if there is no concrete social need to set them to a 
task - see e.g. the' aborted technical revolution of the Middle 

. Postmodern of course, 
the other vvay round: according to them at nrp""nt we possess a demand 

(" (". f" J' 

IOrCe Ior lllIOrmatlOn manag;erneDt or even - 'dOD.lination' 
same time, lack the means necessary to satisfy it. It could 

form the topic of a separate enquiry v~Thether such a demand exists at all 
if so, hm'V strong it is. (For I believe, that today's patient 
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has no stronger yearning to soothe his soul by understanding the operating 
principle and mechanism of the hyper-modern digital diagnostic equipment 
examining him, than he would have had two thousand years ago to know 
the source and active ingredients of the bone-setter's or saman's herbs he 
would have been treated with.) 

However, the main question still remains: if there exists a definable 
(therefore not general) demand regarding information management which 
cannot be met with the means available at present, then are we able to 
produce such means? As such questions usually arise when humanity en-
ters into a decisive historical phase, and, in the final analysis, the answers 
remain the secret of the future, what can be attempted is the description 
of the situation and the delineation of the task: in connection with infor
matical the sense of for the 'world's fate burdens 
l'informatique and the scientists dealing with it. But beside the tradi
tional global problems (pollution, poverty and famine, overpopulation and 
the exploitation of resources) - do such things as global informatical 
lems actually exist? 

Thesis 2 

The proposition seems very plausible that among Africal tribal conditions, 
it is the decibel value of the sound of drums, in the case of the countries 
of the periphery desperately striving to catch up, it is the establishment of 
a minimum communications infrastructure that have a relevant and spe
cial role if we are seeking the informatical problem level, while in regions 
near the centre these are keeping pace with the hardware/software config
urations necessary to ensure the following of the models, and in the cen
tre such is the creation of development strategies to meet the challenges of 
ISDN-based telecom and 'netware-gameware-philware'. These are basically' 
different 'informatical worlds' awaiting solutions to their problems as well 
as theories to ground those solutions. However, the model and terminology 
necessary for the problem description and the theoretical clarification will 
be quite different in each case. The questions raised and experience acquired 
at a given level of problems will only be applicable at a lower level with very 
strong limits, so difJerentis the reality within the framework of which the 
concerned parties are seeking their solutions. And this is true the other way 
round as well: even the mostinveniive independent solutions of lower prob-
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Zem levels will seem almost wholly insignificant on the higher levels, despite 
their exceptionality, they address CL phase that has already been passed. 

True - but if the level of the systems, the realities, the rules and 
questions are different, then can we speak of global problems at all? And 
even if "'le manage to collect enough scraps to be able to answer with a 'Yes', 
then, -,vhat will be the distribution of the contribution of the various levels 
and regions to the \tVhole? And do those, \vho stand at more backward 
stages of informatical development contribute with their theories pertaining 
to their own realities to world problems in the right place and with the 
proper weight? And do those at the front expect anything from them at all? 

Because of its peculiar situation, Ceniral Eastern Europe and Hungary 
may serve with a number of significant lessons in this respect. 

The one-sided, belated development of the countries of the region from 
the early Middle Ages onwards, coupled with the 40 years of political quar
antine following the Second \Vorld "Var has, among else, brought about 
immense damage from the point of view of l'informatique, too. While the 
economic-political scene "vas characterized by the anachronistic industrial 
development of the Soviet model, it was just during this period that the 
developed world 'dashed ahead', reaching the threshold of an 'informatic 
society'. While in Hungary the issue was to - as they used to call it - build 
the country of 'iron and steel', the developed regions were preparing for 
the revolution of microchips. And even in the eighties in this part of Eu
rope it was the goats of politics almost totally incapable of adaptation that 
chewed away those fresh sprouts of l'info1'maiique that managed to start 
cn·,.",rfh despite ail. In the field of l'informatique the structure that evolved 
was also one-sided, almost as much as the structure of the fifties: 'we have 
'succesfully' managed to reproduce the country or 'iron and steel' in com-

technology as well. A peculiar, modern offspring of this is the 

of sources for hardwa.re. 
ae:pl.CLS this one-sidedness. 1jfJOndef that in the 

\vhich conduct courses hardvlare 
has been absolutely dOlninant up to v7hile the soft-

\vare curriculum contained little more than the leaCEl.ng 

languages. the students have 
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e:X~lStlJ1g softv,rare world and user-oriented thinking IS 

still m its 
This historic one-sidedness, 'internal ca/uses has cou

prleJilOmellO:n m recent decades. with a slIm.lal~ly 
\Vhen the once and dE;ITlOJrlstratlng region made a 
turn at the end of the el~~h·tles and set out in the wake of the dE;V(olc)p,pci 

rash reprod1u:tzon ""HH~~H6 became ba,slt::auy requ,isjlte:-ori<onlGe(:i, 
n;:',yincr attention to what given rather than 

it could make use of seieKln,g for \vhat parts of it 
whatever the model has to offer. 1{()Ugl:l.Iy s}:;e,:tKmg we may say this period 

fJ",:Ctllla,l 'informatical lillp'ITntmg':. the 'ducklings' of the about a 
after 'llhatever see first. 

are bitter stories about the during the first wave of com
puterization, established huge machine pools in the name of progress and 
'up-to-date models' without organizing -:;hem around real functions. Of 
course, dust soon began to settle upon their valuable and rapidly amor
tizing machines about unused in \varehouses~ actual ""vork ",vas 
carried out within the traditional framework.) 

We have seen how the doubly inadequate situation has evolved which 
forms the basis of Eastern European and Hungarian endeavours. 
even taking into account all the burdens, there is still a real possibility to 
transcend this one-sidedness. On the One hand, the reproduction of mod
els has its beneficial effects as vlell as the drawbacks: EEC-conform regu
lations, information and media lavls on the basis of 'Western examples, the 
ceasing of COCOM limitations, establishment of networks and data banks 
as forced cooperation, the increased pace of the exchange of experts, 
the appearance of telecom giants, etc. On the other hand, the economic
social necessities which had once produced the unfavourable informatical 
structure have almost entirely disappeared from behind the historically 
evolved one-sidedness, and by now it affects processes only in the form of 
the strongly imprinted traditional attitude. Yet, within the framework of a 
fundamentally changing reality, this attitude can also be altered: the new 
attitude, a new culture i'fljormatique may enhance the success of reacting 
on the basis of challenges arising from regional characteristics and the re
production of models. 

Those countries, which haven't met the informatical challenge even 
at this level, will take to even more special routes, for their initial model 
status will be one no other country has experienced hitherto. However, it 
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may be asked whether anyone, aside from the concerned parties, will have 
an interest in these informatical crossroads. Will a region, that has entered 
the world of informatics, the era of mobile telephones and PC's from zero 
level, have its say in the solution of the global problems of 1 'informatique? 

Thesis 3 

Taking all this into account, how could we describe what we v;rish to un
derstand as the culture informatique of a country? 

From the many possible approaches, let us take a medium-broad def
inition of the concept of culture which builds up the given cultural system 
from three components: from the intertwined dynamic relation of things 
(objects, institutions, etc.), procedures (processes) and attitudes. Let us 
examine, as a suggestion, a possible approach (bearing in mind, of course, 
that there are many other possible solutions, too.) 

If we wish to describe the culture informatigue treated as an inde
pendent culture with the aid of the above definition, then we may include 
among the things, constituting and determining the physical reality of cul
ture, theinsirumenial level (all those objective constituents - machines, 
instruments, networks, etc. - which we relate to as objectivations), as 
well as the system of laws and regulations providing for the social frame
-work of the information stock and, finally, the professional-political con
irols and the education process, both critical to informatical development, 
which form an independent level while, at the same time, are tokens of the 
'cultural state' of the other three levels. 

The procedures on the first stage comprise the basic informational pro
cesses: the production, feed-in, storage and transfer (transport) of infor
mation, its accessibility, etc. The various fields of the utilization of in for-
mation are built on from 'basic infoflnation services~ to the lllUept;n-
dent users' e.g. to utilizations belonging to the fields of man
agement, science or everyday life (e.g. a telephone directory, etc.). This 
leads us to the world of information services (especially advertising), and 
finally, the various leyels of the exchange of information also belong here. 

And what about attitudes, then? This is the most baffling and volatile 
element of the culture informatique, as a relatively new complex of phe
nomena, at least in its present, complicated form. The entity we have 
coined with the term 'attitude' is one that appears at all possible junctions 
of the matrices of 'things' and 'procedures'. 
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Having got far, the attractive possibility offers itself at once to take 
diagnostic snapshots of the various countries possessing totally different 
informatical cultures along the lines of the above cross-sections and using 
identical criteria. This task may be well performed in the form of a simple 
description, even if certain categories will evade interpretation at different 
levels. However, even if we complete this task, what we shall get will only 
be a comparison of regions in different stages of development according to 
identical criteria. Yet, we shall not be able to answer the question as to 
how the Whole operates and within what relational system. 

However, this demand in its present form is the initial question of 
model-construction: the essence of the endeavours to create world models 
is just to perform computerised examinations with a special methodology 
to better in::ng:ht into the movement of the world as a whole. 
Just it was that had caned to life the series of global models fonowing 
the publication of the renowned analysis, 'The Limits of Growth' in 1972. 
These inquiries are by no means wanton: their most important objective 
is to point out, on the basis of the findings of their analysis, the possible 
points of inte'7'veniion, inasmuch as such interventions may be organized 
around the positive pole of the value reference point of qualification. 

All those who take an action-oriented approach toward world model
ing will add a further aspect to these: with the aid of insight into the pos
sible points of intervention, the persuasion of decision makers, support to 
their efforts directed at cooperation also become task of the model. 

We believe that the formulation of an informatical world model does 
not only offer opportunities for the last decade of the 20th century, but 
meets an even more urgent need. For it cannot be doubted any more that a 
new global informatical network is evolving, one broader than the 'new in
ternational communications world order' of the MacBride report, in which 
the communications sub-system only forms a subset. We live in the age 
of networks and information broadcasting systems larger by magnitudes 
than the traditional network of transport, ",'"hen the sphere of utilization 
is simultaneously becoming broader and more profound. The measurable 
quanta of the movement of information, its mass proportions, transporta
bility and trends depictable with statistic accuracy (e.g. the increase of 
hardware stock, etc.) and the restructuring of professional knowledge re
quirements in the wake of all these more than meet the criteria of modella
bility. Thus, the informatical world model is possible. And it is neces
sary, too, for against the theoreticians and prophets of the societe infor
matique, the protagonists of the vision of an informatical apocalypse have 
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already lined up, with varying forces, who publicise scenarios of an upcom
ing catastrophe as opposed to the brave new world of l'informatique, and 
do so with considerable success. (And - were the preceding not sufficient 
to justify the need for a world model - this line of argumentation is also in 
favour of the construction of such a model precisely by defining informati
cal development as a social problem of global proportions.) 

Therefore, it would be high time for a global model to speak of the 
reaiity of 1 'informatique. The challenge cannot be evaded: if the critical 
trends of 1 'informaiique justify the apocalyptic scenario, then it is the task 
of those dealing 'with l'informaiique to define the series of measures aimed 
at avoiding the worst outcomes. If, however, the opposite scenario turns 
out to be more plausible, they may be expected to provide professional 
cooperation at the possible intervention points. (On the basis of Thesis 1). 

The utility chances of such a global program are greatly enhanced 
by the fact that while the findings of traditional world models had to be 

should have been) directed through a jungle of interest ties 
to the levels of decision making, and, therefore, their practical benefit was 
meagre despite all their theoretical values, the road is open before the 
problem cornplex of 'infoTlnatique, vv-hich can be formulated on a 
'meta-level' compared to the green movements. Both the poiitical and the 
economic surroundings are definitely favourable, even if the proportion of 
one of the 'front sectors' of 1 'informaiique, military informatics 
seems to be decreasing~ this is not a on the cc~n-trary: 
it might, in the long run, 
\vith the criticallI11Pet;u". 

And even if and 

the true of 

still tend to stress the 
bet-vveen regions in different stages of de;v<,;lc)prn,ent (see 'Thesis 2) from the 
scene of informatical for the 
construction of the 

vv'lth 

the aid of 
, , 
tile vari-
of deveJlq:)men-t. researchers and teachers of 

ZTl_.!C'r171,I:U:'Q'uc; vlith an ",-",;;."'1-,-;;,,, a.nd a program that grea:tly increases their 




